Abstract. It is well known that Petri nets constitute the algebraic structure of quantales, which can be models of linear logic. As a timed extension to quantales, timed t~-monoids are defined, which are constructed from timed Petri nets. Next, temporal linear logic is introduced, which has timed Petri nets as its models, i.e., whose formulas can be interpreted as sets of timed markings of a timed Petri net. Soundness of the logic with respect to timed Petri net interpretation is shown. Finally, examples show how to express properties of timed Petri nets by temporal linear logic.
Introduction
Since the middle of 1980's, Petri nets [25] have been extended with time in various ways [7, 14, 2] by incorporating time to tokens [10, 15] , to transitions [20, 5] , to arcs [18] and to places [28] . These extended Petri nets, or timed nets, are widely used as models of real-time systems such as multimedia systems [9, 5, 26, 6, 28] . One of the main advantage of using timed nets for this purpose comes from their expressiveness of timing constraints such as durations of performances and deadlines. Several works shed lights to such temporal aspects of timed nets [4, 11] , based on temporal and modal logic [17, 1] . They express temporal properties such as safety, liveness and fairness [19] . Another advantage of using timed nets is their "resource consciousness". During the "Token Game", tokens are consumed and generated according to rules, which model the consumption and generation of resources. With respect to this aspect, the connection between Petri nets and linear logic [16] has been the subject of great interests [8, 21, 23, 3, 24] . The reachability to a set of markings from another set corresponds to the provability of a formula from another in linear logic. However, this correspondence has not been extended with time yet.
The aim of this paper is to introduce temporal linear logic, which is resource conscious and can express temporal properties of timed nets. Since our logic properly includes linear logic, "resource consciousness" of linear logic is preserved in the logic. Parallel and sequential composition of nets corresponds to deduction rules of the logic: the former corresponds to the introduction rule of "multiplicative and" (| and the latter to the cut rule. We can express temporal properties such as the distinction between deterministic and non-deterministic choices of the durations of transitions.
Overview of the Paper
In Section 2 we take a brief review of backgrounds of our work. Then in Section 3 we introduce the notion of timed markings as an timed extension of markings, define operations on timed markings, and fix the class of timed nets we deal with. In Section 4, from timed nets we construct triples (R, M, o) called timed R-monoids, which are an extension of quantales, where R stands for a group of the time domain, M a monoid with a pseudo-order of timed markings and o a time-passage function from R • M to M. In Section 5, we introduce a sequent calculus of temporal linear logic and its interpretation on timed R-monoids, which is shown to be sound with respect to the sequent c~culus. Especially, in addition to the expressive power of linear logic, we have formulas with two forms of modalities: For a timed marking a, a E ~[X]A] iff for any time element x in X, a is reachable to some timed marking in A after x time units.
a e [(X)A~ iff there exists x in X such that a is reachable to some timed marking in A after x time units.
Finally, in Section 6, we show how to express properties of timed nets using temporal linear logic. The concluding remarks are listed in Section 7.
Prerequisites
In this section, we briefly explain the backgrounds of our work in two parts. One is about the connection between nets and linear logic, and the other is about classification terminologies of timed nets, which are used to fix the class of timed nets we deal with.
Petri Nets and Linear Logic
A net gives rise to an algebraic structure called a quantale, which is a sound and complete model of intuitionistic propositional linear logic. A formula of linear logic is interpreted as an element of the quantale, and each element corresponds to a downward closed marking set of the net, where downward closure of a set of markings means gathering all the markings that can reach to some marking in the set. Thus, properties of nets can be expressed by linear logic formulas of the form:
A::=p[A| Each formula A is interpreted as a closed set of markings [A] : for all marking m,
